Exhibits
Go to the Products page, then click Bamboo Comfort to see our line of 100% bamboo fiber items, including our new blankets!
Often, it seems that people are given a choice: shop for quality or shop with integrity. Luckily, some products allow them to do both. By applying an exclusive, eco-friendly manufacturing process to the fastest growing plant on earth, Bamboo fiber offers comfort with a conscience. Bamboo Comfort, a new textile line at Mad Mod, introduces ultra-soft, 100% bamboo fiber textiles with socioeconomic and environmental benefits that aren't found in any other textile fibers in the market today.

Environmental Aspects:
- Bamboo fiber is 100% biodegradable in soil by microorganisms and ultraviolet rays from the sun.
- Bamboo naturally thrives without the use of pesticides or fertilizer.
- Bamboo's ability to achieve maximum growth in 3-5 years makes it a highly renewable and abundant resource.

Products available in the following colors:

Color availability varies based on product

Check out our online store

http://mad-mod.com/bambooComfort.asp
Often, it seems that people are given a choice: shop for quality or shop with integrity. Luckily, some products allow them to do both. By applying an exclusive, eco-friendly manufacturing process to the fastest growing plant on earth, Bamboo Comfort offers comfort with a conscience. Bamboo Comfort, a new textile line at Mad Mod, introduces ultra-soft, 100% bamboo fiber textiles with socioeconomic and environmental benefits that aren't found in any other textile fibers in the market today.

**Characteristics:**
- Bamboo fibers possess natural anti-microbial agents.
- The oblong hollow structure naturally equips bamboo fiber with the traits of high moisture absorbency and excellent ventilation.
- Bamboo fiber is extremely soft.
- Bamboo Comfort textiles are dyed with organic reactive dyes.

Products available in the following colors:

- Color availability varies based on product.

Check out our online store.
Mad Mod
a modern lifestyle store

Mad Mod - Established 2003

Mad Mod specializes in modern home furnishings, home accents, and gifts. Mad Mod carries everything modern including bedroom suites, luxury recliners, sofas, chairs, dining and coffee tables, vases, pillows, gifts, accessories and much more. We have also developed our own line of 100% bamboo textiles. Back in 2005 before being "green" was even popular, Bamboo Comfort was formed. We now offer 100% bamboo fiber towels and blankets which are luxurious to the touch AND environmentally friendly. More Bamboo Comfort products are being developed and will soon be offered to the general public. Bamboo Comfort products have been featured in The Wall Street Journal, National Geographic's - Green Guide, HGTV's - I Want That! Baths, Array magazine, Cool Green Stuff (Book), Renew magazine (Australia) and other national and international publications.

In addition to our products, Mad Mod provides staging services for individuals or Realtors looking to sell properties quickly, and rental services for photo shoots, video shoots, or special events.

Mad Mod 504 4th Ave. S. Nashville, TN 37210 615.244.6807 p. 615.244.67821.
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Bamboo fiber is a sustainable textile that is highly absorbent, naturally antibacterial and luxuriously soft.

To care for your bamboo towels, machine-wash on delicate cycle and tumble-dry on low. Bleach and fabric softeners damage the bamboo fiber and should not be used on Bamboo Comfort products.